INNOVATIONS FOR LEARNING

Innovations for Learning is an international non-profit committed to improving literacy outcomes of young students in under-resourced schools. Through our online volunteer platform, TutorMate, we connect corporations with classrooms to reduce inequality in education.

TutorMate

Can you read?
Help me get started.

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
COMMUNITY OUTREACH

We partner with more than 200 major corporations and school districts across the US, Canada, and the UK. TutorMate uses interactive technology to connect our corporate volunteers to local classrooms.

Our online platform allows volunteers to tutor remotely, from their desks or workspaces, and impact directly. With each weekly, 30 minute session, the tutor and student read stories and work on activities that foster fluency, comprehension, and vocabulary.

CORPORATE VOLUNTEERS
POSITIVE IMPACT

Our research shows that a student’s reading improves with consistent 1:1 tutoring. In a recent survey, 91% of participating teachers wanted the program to return to their classroom for the next academic year. Teachers also reported that TutorMate increased reading proficiency, improved confidence, and fostered a greater love of reading in their students.

TUTOR TEAM BUILDING
3 EASY STEPS

Our volunteer program makes it easy for corporate employees to give back to their community.

Recruit teams
Online training
Background check

IFL absorbs the cost of TutorMate necessities like classroom hardware, software, and training. Corporate partners are asked to make a financial contribution per team of 10 tutors to help defray significant costs for our school partners in under-resourced areas.

Contact: Dan Weisberg: dan@innovationsforlearning.org

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS

TURNER · CHASE · UPS · GOOGLE · BOEING · MICROSOFT · ELI LILLY · CBRE · JANUS HENDERSON · BOX
WELLS FARGO · AT&T · BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD · GENERAL MOTORS · COMSCORE · EXPERIAN · INTUIT · UBS
UNITED · QUICKEN LOANS · METLIFE · UNITED WAY · BANK OF AMERICA · MASS MUTUAL · PEARSON · HONIGMAN
TIAA · CENTERPOINT ENERGY · NORTHERN TRUST · MIZUHO · LEAR · INTEL · COMERICA BANK · APPLE